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Using Video to Communicate Effectively in a Crisis

Live and recorded video 
from the JIC/EOC or field 
location is the most 
powerful way to spread your 
message on social media



Using to Communicate Effectively in a Crisis

★ It helps you reach people quickly 
with critical, even life-saving 
messaging 

★ It helps you gain public trust and 
confidence about the quality of 
response



Using to Communicate Effectively in a Crisis

★ It helps feed the media’s constant demand 
for information 
 

★ Allows you to quash rumors and respond 
with authority, accuracy and empathy in a 
way no text post or news release can match



How We Implemented Video at the JIC/EOC

Goal: 
 
Turn all news releases, 
updates, and Frequently 
Asked Questions (FAQ’s) 
generated by the PIO team 
into a live or recorded video 
product 



3 Key Types of Smartphone Video During a Disaster

1. Livestreaming (Facebook Live, Periscope, etc.).  
You deliver the info conversationally from a news 
release or notes 

2. Simple Recorded Video (with you on camera). 
Minimal editing. Record using the Video Teleprompter 
app or notes. 

3. Produced Video. Uses a combination of on-camera    
delivery, graphics, b-roll shots, or interviews.



Video Creation & Approval Process

PIO team produces approved 
information for release

Information goes to the 
video team

Video team decides the best 
video treatment for the info

Video team gets approval 
from the Lead PIO on video 

treatment

Video team produces 
recorded video or 

livestream

If recorded, get approval of 
final product for release. If 
live, it’s already out there!



Santa Rosa JIC/EOC Video “Studio”

Ini$al	setup

Final	view



Santa Rosa JIC/EOC Video “Studio”

•Smartphone mic 
•Smartphone mount 
•Fluid head tripod 
•Large LED light 
•Banner background



Up Next:

Quick examples of videos produced 
during the disaster response and 

recovery 

[VIDEO]



Results



Results



Lots of Positive Comments About the Response



Notification Issues

There was significant public and 
media reaction to a decision by 
Sonoma County NOT to send out a 
mass alert when the fires broke out 
October 8, 2017. 
 
Up Next:  
NBC Bay Area TV 4 interviews Sonoma 
County Emergency Manager Chris 
Helgren about failure to notify.



What Should He Have Done?

✦ He was being second-guessed by 
the media 

✦He defended himself 

✦The PIO also defended him



Discussion and Food for Thought

✦ Who’s in charge (dueling Joint 
Information Centers)? 

✦ How do PIO’s deal with vicarious 
stress?


